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ABSTRACT Real-world products and physics-based simulations are becoming interconnected. In particular,
real-time capable dynamic simulation has made it possible for simulation models to run in parallel and
simultaneously with operating machinery. This capability combined with state observer techniques such as
Kalman filtering have enabled the synchronization between simulation and the real world. State estimator
techniques can be applied to estimate unmeasured quantities, also referred as virtual sensing, or to enhance
the quality of measured signals. Although synchronized models could be used in a number of ways, value
creation and business model development are currently defining the most practical and beneficial use cases
from a business perspective. The research reported here reveals the communication and collaboration methods that lead to economically relevant technology solutions. Two case examples are given that demonstrate
the proposed methodology. The work benefited from the broad perspective of researchers from different
backgrounds and the joint effort to drive the technology development towards business relevant cases.
INDEX TERMS Multibody simulation, finite element method, Kalman filter, state estimation, parameter
estimation, physics-based simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of managing information and data in the
manufacturing industry has consistently grown and is already
more responsible for the competitiveness of enterprises than
the management of material or financial flows [1]. Modeling,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Laxmisha Rai
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simulation and enterprise information systems have developed rapidly and started to integrate leading to the recent
introduction of digital twins, which are the virtual representations of physical assets. Digital twins of higher maturity
level [2], [3] such as those employed in the automotive or
aviation domains [4], [5] are not only providing a simple visualization or access point to machine Internet of Things (IoT)
data but are also supporting multiple product processes across
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the lifecycle. Mature digital twins can draw from multiple
data sources [6] combining and contextualizing data with its
operational environment [7] and supporting decision making
through real-time simulation1 [8].
The ultimate aim for the scientific field of real-time simulation is to advance to the singularity point where a seamless fusion and synchronicity of both virtual and physical
assets is achieved. This will trigger a radical reorganization of industrial business2 wherein digital twins serve as
the requisite scaffolding for interorganizational knowledge
flows and the realization of collaborative data collection, processing, analytics, and exploitation on the ecosystem scale.
Already, we are seeing increases in the virtualization of work;
i.e., work performed in virtualized environments [10], [11];
making use of digital twins in product development and production ([2], [12], [13]; implementing sophisticated industrial
automation and collaborative robotics [14]; and developing
new ways to collaborate and perform industrial design, planning, and implementation [15]. Digital twins have evolved
from mere simulation models to tools that enable the study of
real product behaviors in virtual environments. Physics-based
simulation enables developing virtual prototypes that are
subject to real-life physical constraints [16] while real-time
capability extends the use of simulation to further product
lifecycle stages. Computationally effective dynamics modeling opens the possibility for, e.g., fault and state identification, problem root source debugging, and predictive
maintenance [17]. State-of-the-art simulation models can also
account for system hydraulics in real-time [18] and therefore
respond to user inputs as well. In the mobile heavy machine
industry, e.g., earth-moving equipment, this gives the operator
the needed awareness and control over the stresses and loads
on the equipment.
Digital-twin use is growing across a variety of
businesses, domains and ways to enhance company performance [19], [20]. Digital-twin enabled virtual learning, standardized working environments, resource optimization, and
operational efficiency can provide value for the company’s
users and staff members [19]. Companies increasingly use
digital twins to enhance operational flexibility and gain a
view to their performance and operating conditions based
on real-time data [19] that can be leveraged to enable better decision-making in operations such as condition monitoring, function simulation, evolution simulation, dynamic
scheduling, predictive maintenance, and quality control [20].
Additionally, the real-time data made available by digital
twinning facilitates the monitoring and optimization of operations [20], [21], the development of more innovative products,
the realization of more effective service programs [22], the

1 Here, simulation refers to computational dynamics based on multibody
system dynamics and its application to intelligent machines in real-time
simulation.
2 Similar future scenarios have been envisioned by researchers of
blockchain governance (see e.g., Lumineau et al. [9]). In fact, these two
technology trends intersect and may end up accelerating the transformation.
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diversification of business models, and more effective value
creation [23].
Digital twin technologies can also be seen as enablers
for new innovations in the era of digital transformation.
Aheleroff et al. [24] presented the Human, Technology, and
Process framework (see Figure 1) where establishing good
relationships and a balance among these aspects would lead
to achieving the highest organizational efficiencies. In the
digital space, the Digital Clone represents humans, the Digital
Twin and Digital Thread symbolize processes. Combined, the
three aspects cover the entire product development lifecycle.
This framework illustrates how a fully digital system should
function to support humans in achieving innovation, scalability, and autonomy [24].
The digital twin approach makes use of information coming from broad spectrum of viewpoints [19] that passes
through different departments and stakeholders with systematic methodologies that can enable processes to be automated
at a high level. From the technical point of view, the challenge
is that it is necessary to enable and exploit data flows across
many integrated systems to automate products and processes
at a high level. While data interoperability questions can be
solved, the exploitation of the data and analytics requires a
multidisciplinary understanding that is facilitated at multiple
levels. More specifically, extracting value from data in business processes requires that 1) the information is shared to
the right teams and persons at the right time in a usable and
understandable form, 2) cross-functional teams are supported
within the organization, and 3) cross-organizational capabilities, processes, and policies exist to support the collaborative
use of data. From the viewpoint of data use and sharing, there
must be sufficient cybersecurity, latency, and trust as well as
clearly defined data needs, flows, and responsibilities.
In this research, two case examples are given that demonstrate the proposed methodology. They were designed to
use the virtual sensor concept to add both technical and
business value. While numerous case examples of digital
twin applications can be found in the state-of-the-art literature (see e.g., [4]), the process used to achieve the received
benefits has not been previously described. Here, in addition to presenting the two case examples, the steps taken to
accomplish the planned goals are also described. The focus is
especially on leveraging the physics-based simulation, which
is synchronized with the actual products, to enable the full
potential of virtual world information. The work was carried out in close cooperation among innovative companies
and research organizations by multidisciplinary researchers
from a broad spectrum of backgrounds. The participating
companies, comprising multiple SMEs and midcap-sized
companies, are listed in the ending Acknowledgements. The
structure of the following text is as: Section II describes the
methodologies from a technical viewpoint: simulation models, Kalman filters, connectivity, connection to back-end, the
used digital twin framework concept and machine learning.
In addition, the value creation and utilization of digital twins
in benefits to business are described. In Section III, two case
45963
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FIGURE 1. Digital transformation in humans, technologies, and processes (adapted from [24]).

studies are presented, where the virtual sensor application is
demonstrated. Section IV present a discussion about the solutions and their business viewpoints. Section V summarizes
the results of the study.
II. METHODS

The foundation of a digital twin is the mathematical model
of the physical system. There are a variety of different
methodologies to construct this model, and selecting the
right one is case dependent. In this section, common methods are evaluated for physics-based simulation that is capable of providing relevant information with low latency, i.e.,
can provide real-time evaluation of the system or accept
alternative offline-taught data for specific identification
tasks. In physics-based simulation, two methods are widely
used: MultiBody Simulation (MBS) and the Finite Element
Method (FEM).
A. PHYSICS-BASED SIMULATION MODELS

Physics-based simulation models enable the virtual study of
component or system behaviors. They make it possible to
‘‘experience’’ realistic component or system behaviors. This
capability has been widely used in the product design phase,
e.g., to explore the dynamic behaviors of prospective designs,
leading to the design of products that will behave well in
actual operation. Through simulation, many resonance and
fatigue phenomena can be revealed in the design phase, and
the product design can be modified accordingly. In the following paragraphs, the two most common simulation methods,
multibody-based simulation and the finite element method,
are briefly described. Either of these can be used to investigate
industry application problems with high accuracy.
1) MULTIBODY-BASED SIMULATION

Multibody simulation is a straightforward process of defining the dynamics of a system by deriving its equations of
45964

motion. It is especially applicable when large displacements
and/or rotations occur, and bodies are connected together via
joints. Computational efficiency is important when modeling complex systems, such as those prevalent in industrial
applications, and real-time solutions are needed to accommodate user input, an important consideration of machine
performance. For these applications, MBS is often used.
A multibody system can be defined as an assembly of bodies connected using kinematic constraints [25]. Furthermore,
bodies can also be indirectly connected via force elements
such as springs, dampers, and actuators. The bodies can be
assumed to be rigid or deformable. In general, multibody
modeling approaches fall into one of two categories. They
can be global formulations or formulations based on relative
coordinates such as the semi-recursive formulation. In this
study, the semi-recursive formulation was used. Formulations
can be further categorized as open- or closed-loop systems.
In the semi-recursive formulation, a closed-loop system can
be converted into an open-loop system by introducing a
temporary cut-joint in its kinematic loop. The equations of
motion for a closed-loop system can be formulated by incorporating the cut-joint constrained equations into the dynamics
of the open-loop system [26]. As demonstrated recently, the
semi-recursive formulation is well suited for real-time simulation applications [10], [27], [28]. The accuracy of MBS can
be improved by also addressing the deformation of bodies,
which results in a more computationally intensive simulation. The Floating Frame of Reference Formulation (FFRF)
can be used to describe the deformation of flexible components by adding the component’s dynamics. The modal
reduction technique is also used to reduce the number of
degrees of freedom and enhance computational efficiency.
However, in large applications (e.g., an excavator) where
dynamics are important, this can result in less accuracy with
less realistic results if the reduction method is not properly
selected.
VOLUME 10, 2022
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2) FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The finite element method is widely applied over a broad
range of applications in engineering. One is rotordynamics.
Rotordynamics analysis using finite elements must consider
the dynamics of the entire rotating drivetrain including driver
and driven shafts, connection elements, bearing systems,
and support structures. For a standard electric motor rotor
(often axisymmetric) operating at moderate speed, a onedimensional (1D) beam element approach can be used.
However, beam elements have limitations in high-speed
applications since they do not account for deformation of
the shaft cross section or for flexibility of attached component, e.g., impellers or sleeves [29]. High rotating speed
and high energy density make it necessary to consider additional effects such as internal stresses, contact interfaces, and
temperature gradients. Using two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric harmonic [30] or three-dimensional (3D) solid finite
elements (FE) [31], [32], these effects can be modeled.
Figure 2 depicts a beam and solid element-based model of
a steam turbine-generator rotor.
3D-solid element-based FEM models are typically computationally expensive making the approach unsuitable for
real-time applications. In rotating system applications this is
usually acceptable, because the operator/user is not directly
connected to machine performance. On the other hand,
a beam-elements-based model can be made real-time capable
using either model order reduction techniques or frequency
domain solution methods [33], [34]. The performance and
durability of industry-scale structures can be evaluated by
applying physics-based model-driven methods or data-driven
measurement-based methods. Recent research has demonstrated that combining these approaches can result in excellent simulation performance and accuracy [17]. In principle,
the accuracy of calculation models correlates with the level
of detail built into the structural model, i.e., the number of
elements used (fineness of the mesh). Despite the advances in
finite element simulations and computational approaches of
rotordynamics, the uncertainties related to operational loadings, manufacturing tolerances, boundary conditions, contact
interfaces, and thermal gradients still present a challenge to
the accurate prediction of dynamic behaviors.
On the other hand, possibilities to validate models by
monitoring real data are always limited, e.g., in terms of
observability and the number of available sensors. To overcome this challenge a hybrid method for virtual sensing was
utilized, which integrates real measurements to synchronize
physics-based simulation model and exploits the model to
gather data that is unavailable using traditional approaches
alone. The aim of this new approach was to predict or virtually
measure the dynamic response of the entire structure using a
minimum number of direct measurements.

B. KALMAN FILTERS

The Kalman filter, also known as a linear quadratic estimator (LQE), was originally developed by Rudolf Kalman in
VOLUME 10, 2022

FIGURE 2. Finite element models of a 1 MW integrated steam
turbine-generator rotor a) beam element model b) 3D-solid element
model.

the 1960’s as an optimal way to solve the state estimation
problem for a linear dynamic system with known Gaussian
noise properties [35]. The Kalman filter is often seen as a
sub solution for the linear quadratic control problem (LQG),
which comprises the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and
linear quadratic estimator (LQE). Therefore, it is widely used
in, e.g., control engineering [36], mechatronics [37], and heat
transfer [38]. However, its system linearity requirement limits
the application of the original Kalman filter in multibody
systems. Non-linear variants of the Kalman filter are often
more suitable for multibody system problems. One of the
fundamental requirements of state-space models, the basis
for the Kalman filter, is to describe system dynamics using
linearly independent states, i.e., no state can be expressed in
terms of another state. In multibody systems, requiring state
independency presents a challenge, since systems are often
constrained, which makes some coordinates dependent on
others. To address this issue, Cuadrado et al. [39] proposed
a method that uses coordinate partitioning to construct the
system model by replacing states with independent coordinates. To estimate the states of a mechanical system, the independent coordinate method was introduced by [40]. In their
approach, the independent positions and velocities of the
multibody model are considered the states of the Kalman filter. With this method, a system of full coordinates can be estimated in terms of independent coordinates in both open- and
closed-loop multibody models. The independent coordinate
method is further extended to hydraulically actuated systems
for state estimation [41] and parameter estimation [42].
In the following paragraphs, four different non-linear
variants of the Kalman filter are discussed from the
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multibody system perspective. These include the Extended,
Indirect Extended, Unscented, and Adaptive Unscented
Kalman filters. Later in this manuscript, these variants are
simply referred to as Kalman filters. The Kalman filters are
used here to synchronize the (real-time) simulation models
with the systems they represent with low complexity and
a minimum number of sensors to carry out, e.g., parameter
estimation.
1) EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is one of the first
non-linear variants of the original Kalman filter. The original
Kalman filter equation consists of a state prediction term
(data from the model) and a state update term (data from
the measurements). Both are linear. In contrast, the EKF uses
a non-linear plant model for the state prediction term and a
linearized version of the non-linear plant model for the state
update term. In the EKF, the state or parameter variables
are propagated through the non-linear plant model analytically using the first-order Taylor series approximation [43] to
compute the Jacobean of the system. In general, the EKF is
applied for the simulation of nonlinear systems [44] and [45].
In the field of multibody dynamics, the EKF has been implemented in Continuous, Discrete, and Error-state formats [40]
using the independent coordinate method to carry out state
estimation. With the Continuous EKF, the Jacobian of the
multibody plant model is computed using the state vector at
the prediction stage. The resulting differential equation can
be solved using forward integration in the continuous time
frame [40]. However, the Discrete EKF uses the transition
model of the system to compute the Jacobean of system [40]
in discrete time steps. The transition model can be calculated
using the time step, velocity, and acceleration vectors of
the dynamic system. The Error-state EKF considers errors
in the independent positions and velocities of the system
as the states of the plant model [40]. Among these types,
the Error-state EKF has been, in many use cases, the most
efficient format [40]. It has typically been applied in an
indirect filter form to state estimation for hydraulically driven
systems.
2) INDIRECT KALMAN FILTER

The Indirect Kalman filter is based on the previously
described Extended Kalman filter. In the indirect (error-state)
filtering approach [27], [40], [46], instead of estimating the
variables of interest, the errors of the variables are estimated. Here, a multibody model is run without modifications, and the indirect (error-state) filter estimates the drift
of the multibody model with respect to the measurements
available. After every measurement, the multibody model is
corrected based on the estimated errors. This approach makes
it possible to use any multibody formulation and integrator.
However, some terms of the multibody formulation are generally used in the propagation of the covariance matrix of
the estimation error and in the Jacobian matrix of the sensor
model.
45966

3) UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER

As mentioned previously, the prediction stage of the
Extended Kalman filter uses a first-order Taylor series
approximation to analytically compute the Jacobean of the
state transition matrix. This can lead to errors in the true
means and covariances [43]. As a result, EKF state estimation
may not be very accurate [43]. To address this problem, the
Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) uses the unscented transformation method, which can approximate the true means and
covariances to a third-order Taylor series for a non-linear
plant model [43]. The unscented transformation method
is based on calculating the sigma points of system states
and propagating them through the non-linear plant model.
Because it avoids using the Jacobeans of the state transition
matrix, which may be unclear in many complicated heavy
machines, the UKF is easier to implement. Further, the UKF
does not require Jacobean sensor models in its implementation. The UKF was previously implemented in the framework
of multibody system dynamics by [40].
4) ADAPTIVE UKF

The EKF and UKF are the most common Kalman filter
versions used to carry out state estimation for nonlinear systems. The UKF overcomes EKF drawbacks mentioned in [47]
and [48]. However, process and measurement noise statistics
must be known and provided to the UKF for it to function correctly. In the real world, these statistics are difficult
to determine. Mistuning covariance matrices, especially in
applications that require high accuracy and a very small sampling time, can degrade performance and lead to divergence.
The Adaptive UKF can provide accurate state and parameter
estimation of the multibody system subject to completely
unknown process and measurement noise statistics. [49]
C. LIFECYCLE, CONNECTIVITY AND FRAMEWORK, AND
NEURAL NETWORK

The following paragraphs describe the information flow in
industrial processes and machines including existing platforms (back-end systems), the lifecycle perspective, and an
exemplary framework to exchange information in real-time.
Especially with digital twins, unless a manufacturing operation is being built from the ground up, integration with an
existing infrastructure is necessary.
1) LIFECYCLE OF DIGITAL TWINS

Digital twins can bring added value throughout the lifecycle
of the product or system [50]. The digital twins of existing products or systems provide valuable information about
operational conditions, loading, and performance. Together
with the digital models, this information can be used to better
design and optimize new products, to improve operations
and maintenance and eventually to enable safe and efficient
product or system disassembly or disposal. The lifecycle of its
simulation models, required software, and computing components must all be considered part of the lifecycle of a product
VOLUME 10, 2022
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or system with a digital twin that relies on physics-based simulation and simulation models. If the expected lifecycle of the
product or system is long, e.g., several decades and the simulation approach used in the digital twin has computationally
challenging features, such as advanced models of physical
phenomena or system simulation, lifecycle management of
the digital twin can be challenging.
For several decades, researchers have investigated and
discussed how a single computer-aided design model could
be used with multiple distinct engineering tools [51], [52].
The main obstacles to this data exchange challenge have
been solved, mainly with the standardization of common
file format, e.g., the STEP-file format (standards ISO 10303,
AP203, AP214 and AP242). However, issues remain with
the exchange of simulation model data for multibody system
simulation [53]. The application of physics-based simulation
models in digital twins makes this data exchange challenge
relevant over the entire lifecycle of the product. With the
advent of digital twinning not only product engineers, but
also users and operators make use of the simulation models.
Therefore, long-term robust operation of the digital twins and
preservation of the simulation models and their data become
crucial. The number of individual simulation models also
increases with every delivered system that has a digital twin.
Any systemic issue with the digital twin, such as incompatibility with the latest computer operating systems, may affect
a large fleet of digital twins and may cause a serious risk to
the business.
The traditional means to overcome interoperability issues
is standardization. It provides the basis for a long-lasting
solution to the data exchange challenge and lowers the risks
of data becoming unusable and killing interoperability. The
drawback of the approach is that it is time consuming and
expensive, and for simulation domains such as system simulation, it is technically challenging. Standardization can be
achieved, and simulation models and required simulation
software can be maintained in source code using a standardized programming language such as the C or C++ language. However, this approach does not usually work with
commercial simulation tools and software, because they are
rarely available as source code. Depending on the application
the challenge of digital twin data lifecycle management can
be met by standardizing model data representation, using
software source code to present the computing software and
simulation model data, and making use of established simulation languages such as Modelica3 and Julia.4
2) DIGITAL TWIN CONNECTIVITY TO BACK-END

Effectively integrating the digital twin into existing IT Systems brings value to both the manufacturer and operator.
This increases the value of the overall business system and
offers new ways to use the information and the results of
simulations. The primary purpose of the digital twin is to
3 The website of the Modelica Association: https://modelica.org/
4 The website of the Julia programming language: https://julialang.org/
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virtually model an existing or planned real-world system as
it functions within its operating environment [54]. To achieve
this purpose, the digital twin relies on information that is managed by the Information Management System [50]. Given
this information, the digital twin can remain aligned with
reality and the analysis of systems or operations, either being
developed or ongoing, and the subsequent implementation of
corrections is both faster and more accurate.
In addition to representing a product or system, a digital
twin can also represent manufacturing or supply chain processes. In these cases, the digital twin can provide a data
bridge to the existing IT systems (ERP, CRM, PLM)5 making
information available that will enable the manufacturer, suppliers, and operators to develop an ecosystem over the lifecycle of the product or system that will improve operational
efficiencies and help identify new business opportunities. The
goal of implementing new digital services built on IoT data
and data analytics can also benefit from adopting digital twins
to simulate new services and running what-if scenarios faster
than real-time to select optimal operating characteristics [55].
3) DIGITAL TWIN FRAMEWORK CONCEPT

A physics-based Digital Twin (DT) requires a computer
program to run its simulation (the DT program). In some
application areas (e.g., manufacturing) the DT program can
be executed in or near the product or system it represents
with good connectivity to the sensors providing measurement
data. In other scenarios, however, such as a digital twin for
an off-road mobile machine, proximity and connectivity to
the measurement data is a challenge. The mobile machine
may operate in a harsh and remote environment, which puts
demands on computer hardware reliability and makes it difficult to monitor and update the program. A cloud-based
approach can be beneficial for remote scenarios. If the application is sensitive to data transmission delay, fog or edge
computing could be used to move calculations closer to the
data source.6 Therefore, a DT program should be capable of
running in cloud, edge, and fog computing environments on
different types of hardware, and its architecture should support periodic updates and the application of security patches.
To describe, construct, and deploy physics-based digital
twins in heterogeneous execution environments, a reference
architecture was developed by [56]. It uses operating systemlevel virtualization (containerization) to implement standardized DT programs with the longevity and ability to run in
different execution environments. A description of a containerized DT program is stored together with information
about the actual product, its sensors, and the model used to
develop the DT program. All these data are used by a digital
twin management system implementing the reference architecture to execute DT programs for many instances of the
actual product. The digital twin management system interacts
5 Enterprise Resource Planning, Customer Relationship Management,
Product Lifecycle Management.
6 On-board execution can be considered a special case of edge computing
in such scenarios.
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with the back-end system, which combines the output of DT
programs with other product-related data to construct digital
twins that provide business value.
4) MACHINE LEARNING

Although physics-based digital twins cover most of the issues
related to engineering, design and manufacturing, the operation and maintenance areas still commonly rely instead on
measurement data. Decision-making in operations and maintenance should be based on enhanced situational awareness,
for which connectivity of the actual digital twin implementation is crucial. From the application point of view, good connectivity means, in practice, that data should be comparable
between the real and virtual worlds, i.e., between measured
data and data predicted by simulation. Therefore, the feature
extraction, e.g. physical quantities, process is designed is to
find relevant information from the data [57]. In large sensor
networks, in addition to the problem of finding good physically meaningful features, finding the most relevant features
or combinations of features is complicated. Sensitive features
can also be nonphysical. Examples include autoregressive
coefficients (e.g., [58], [59] and some other model parameters
(e.g., [60], [61]).
The main premise of applying machine learning models as
data-based digital twins is that a chosen model can explain
the data under normal conditions. Faults, failures, damage,
or anomalies are seen as outliers. To detect novel events,
the machine learning system is first trained with the data
taken under normal conditions. If no prior information or
data on unexpected events is available, the detection problem
must be solved and the novelty detection approach applied to
new unseen data. Luckily, the training data from such events
can be simulated effectively using the physics-based digital
twins. The trained machine learning models are then used
to identify and classify data, i.e., to build up the enhanced
situational awareness and basis for decision-making. A convenient by-product of the feature selection and classification
processes in machine learning systems is the feasibility of
the process to also address the minimum number of sensors
and their preferable predefined locations [62]. Therefore,
enhanced connectivity for the situational awareness can be
maintained.
D. VALUE CREATION AND EXPLOITATION OF DIGITAL
TWINS

The real-time capability of a digital twin enables it to provide
additional information about system performance. This can
be exploited to make better process and business decisions.
1) BUSINESS NETWORKS & ECOSYSTEM

To enhance value creation in an ecosystem-based business
that includes digital twins, several prerequisites must be satisfied. Companies are aware of value co-creation endeavors in an ecosystem-based business, but they still see many
challenges in fitting together the processes, operations, and
goals of the different ecosystem actors. However, trust and
45968

openness, which are central building blocks in an ecosystembased business, cannot be achieved without universal agreement as to shared goals and values. To solve this issue,
e.g., [63] emphasized the importance of gaining a thorough understanding of the pains, gains, and jobs of the different actors before a digital-twin solution can be applied
in a collaboration ecosystem. Establishing common standards and rules and defined responsibilities are considered central preconditions for ecosystem design [64], as is
the balance between the companies’ own profitability targets and shared ecosystem value. Even though business
ecosystem thinking should be based on mutual dependency
(e.g. [65]), an orchestrating actor is needed to define the
businesses relevant to the ecosystem. Moreover, better coordination of the membership is needed to meet the challenges of interconnectivity, interoperability, and competing
interests [66].
2) SELLING DATA-BASED SOLUTIONS

Selling data-based solutions (i.e., digital twins) is about selling value to the customer and understanding the customer’s
business, i.e., value creation in the value chain. Value-based
sales means finding the offering’s most valuable benefit
for the customer business. Only satisfying the customer’s
expressed needs is insufficient [67]. Selling complex databased solutions, such as digital twins is seen as very complex because perceived and real value can be different even
to different persons in the customer company. Therefore,
a framework to sell a data-based solution was constructed
in a previous publication [68]. The selling process for a
data-based solution could be divided into parts to clarify the
value from different perspectives. In addition to understanding the offered value-adding data-based solution, a salesperson must understand the customer’s sub processes, processes,
and business. Figure 3 shows how the understanding of the
digital twin should increase with the level of ecosystem complexity.
3) VALUE CREATION

Value creation can be defined as the group of activities and
processes that enforce the integration of resources and the
roles of the various actors in a service ecosystem [69]. The
first step in creating value with digital twins is to determine
the value proposition [63]. Digital twins bring value by making it possible to share risks, skills, resources, and duties; cut
expenses; increase flexibility; and finally maximize customer
satisfaction [70]. The second is to analyze and define the
roles of the various actors. Because each contributor will
be making a unique contribution, is it important to understand and coordinate their participation to avoid unproductive
misalignments between the actors and the process [63]. The
third step is to analyze the network effects to understand
how adding or removing contributors can affect the ecosystem as a whole [71], [72]. The final step is to establish the
revenue model and determine how to best produce financial
benefit.
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FIGURE 3. Selling a data-based solution (i.e., digital twin) in B2B markets requiring different levels of customer and digital-twin
understanding as ecosystem complexity increases.

III. CASE STUDIES: MOBILE LOG CRANE AND ROTATING
STRUCTURE

To demonstrate the proposed methodology, two case examples were investigated. For the first example, a mobile
log crane was modeled with MBS-based methods and
UKF was applied to estimate the states of the system.
In the second case, a rotating machine was modeled using
FEM-based methods, and the parameters of the system were
estimated using the Kalman filter. In both examples, the
simulation models were well synchronized with the actual
products, which made it possible to emphasize virtual sensor
capabilities [73].
A. MOBILE LOG CRANE

To demonstrate the feasibility of physics-based digital twins
in the heavy equipment segment, the dynamics of a mobile
log crane was modelled in independent coordinates using
MBS formulations as a proof-of-concept system. MBS provides general formulations to build dynamic simulation models of industrial machines [10], [18], [28] which can be used
in divergent phases of product lifecycle ranging from product
development to maintenance. Using the MBS formulations
in the presented case example makes it possible to reduce the
number of sensors in the implementation of the digital twin.
A digital twin was developed that calculated crane dynamics
in real-time using position and pressure sensor data obtained
from the crane hydraulic cylinders.
Meta data describing parameters of the actual crane, the
sensors, the model, and software implementing the digital
twin were collected and stored in a cloud system for PLM
VOLUME 10, 2022

collaboration ShareAspace, which was provided by partner
company Eurostep Oy. Using the digital twin framework,
software was written to emulate a module within a fleet management system for heavy equipment. This module read the
meta data from the ShareAspace system and executed several
instances of the DT program in the Amazon web services
cloud. Each instance was implemented as a Docker container7
providing scalability for running large numbers of digital
twins concurrently. The sensor data was gathered from a real
crane (PATU 655) operated in the Laboratory of Intelligent
Machines at LUT University. Although a single crane was
used in the experiments, its sensor data were replicated to
16 instances of the DT program running concurrently in the
cloud. This setup emulated digital twin execution for a fleet
of machines. The results of calculations were visualized in
16 web browser windows on desktop computers at LUT University, each presenting the motion of the crane in real-time
and showing the force vectors acting on the crane booms.
The goal was to develop a proof-of-concept system capable of
running physics-based DT programs for a fleet of machines
using the proposed framework. Of particular interest wast the
suitability of container technology for maintaining multiple
instances of computationally intensive DT programs in the
cloud and executing several DT programs on a single host.
The setup demonstrated an ability to run physics-based digital
twins for a heavy equipment fleet in real-time using commercially available cloud systems. Figure 4 depicts the mobile
7 A container is a standard unit of software that packages up code and
all its dependencies so the application runs quickly and reliably from one
computing environment to another.
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FIGURE 5. Mobile log crane physics-based simulation model made with
MBS-z1 , z4 , ż1 , and ż4 represent the angles and angular velocities of the
lift boom and outer boom, respectively. p1 , p2 , p3 , and p4 are the
pressures of cylinders 1 and 2.

FIGURE 4. (a) PATU 655 mobile log crane and (b) fleet of virtual models.

log crane and the fleet of virtual models in the digital twin
framework.
Figure 5 illustrates the MBS model of the PATU
655 mobile log crane. The model is based on the crane’s
actual dimensions and parameters. It comprises the lift
boom, the outer boom, bracket 1, bracket 2, and the system hydraulics. As Figure 5 shows, the crane is powered
by two hydraulic cylinders. To demonstrate the digital twin,
three MBS models were used. They were designated the real
model, the plant model, and the simulation model.
Measurement of the angles z1 and z4 and the cylinder pressures p1 and p4 came from the real model. White Gaussian
noise was added in the measurement data so that it replicated
the actual sensor performance. The plant model differs from
the real model in terms of external forces, joint tolerances,
and initial conditions. The dynamics of plant model and
simulation model are the same. The Unscented Kalman Filter
was used to estimate the real model states. State-estimation
results are discussed in the following paragraphs where the
Kalman Filter was used to synchronize the plant model with
the real model based on sensor measurements. Note that in
this study the results of z4 and p3 estimation are presented.
Further details of the modelling, implementation, and results
of UKF in PATU 655 mobile log crane can be found in [74].
A period comprising 25 seconds of operation was considered.
1) STATE ESTIMATION USING UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER
IN PATU 655 MOBILE LOG CRANE

Figure 6a depicts state estimation for angle z4 , i.e., the outer
boom angular position with respect to the lift boom. The red
dashed line represents the faulty simulation model with the
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initial contact angle set to 277 degrees. The correct value was
292 degrees. The black dashed line represents the Kalman
filter corrected value, which is aligned with the actual system.
Figure 6b shows the error in the angle estimation. Similarly, Figure 6c depicts state estimation for pressure p3 (the
second cylinder piston side pressure), where the incorrect
model reads 60 bar, and the Kalman filter correction pushes
it to 43 bar.
2) KALMAN FILTER IN ROTATING MACHINES

The torsional vibration demonstration example represents
a proof-of-concept demonstration for the rotating machinery industry. The demo case demonstrates the feasibility of
using a physics-based digital twin to identify machine state
changes. For this example case, the Unscented Kalman filter
was used to estimate the state of the experimental torsional
vibration proof-of-concept device where an electric motor
drives the main rotor via a flexible coupling as shown in
Figure 7. The rotor is supported by four bearings and the
vibration at the bearing locations is measured by acceleration
sensors.
This study shows the contribution of the pedestal, i.e.
the table where the machine is standing, movement. Higher
order frequencies and support types affect recorded vibration
measurement, so using raw measurement data to study system
response is not the best approach. Additional signal processing steps and model updating based on measurement data are
needed. The first order component of the signal is used here to
provide a clearer image of system behavior during the sweep.
As shown by Figure 8, vibration peaks at 7 Hz at the first
order component of the signal at the rigid body mode of the
pedestal. Here, pedestal movement has a significant effect on
the unbalanced response. The vibration peak appears mainly
at the horizontal and also slightly vertical directions. The
pedestal is heavy, and the system has high stiffness in the
vertical direction. Therefore, the amplitude of vibration is
small. The stiffness of the supports in the attachment of the
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FIGURE 7. Rotating machine proof-of-concept.

FIGURE 8. First order response, a) measurement, b) simulation.
FIGURE 6. Estimation of z4 and p3 in the mobile log crane using UKF.
Errors in the states in 95 % confidence interval during the estimation.

bearing to the pedestal also affects system response in the
simulation model.
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The capability of the Kalman filter to determine the corrected state based on measurement data was tested. The
FEM model has 50 dofs. The states considered were displacement, velocity, and acceleration in the different degrees of
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FIGURE 9. Kalman filter results for estimation of acceleration at bearing location (Acc.: acceleration).

freedom of the model. The 8 sensors provided measurements
of horizontal and vertical displacement at the bearing location. Figure 9 gives the results of the acceleration predicted
by the Kalman filter. The figure shows the Kalman filter
correction to be good even though the simulation model has a
considerable difference with respect to the measurement data
and the full model was used.
IV. DISCUSSION

Digitalization is developing rapidly, especially in the more
innovative industrial companies that are seeking new solutions and new ways of generating value. Figure 10 depicts
the concept for structuring information and making use of
physics-based simulation technologies to create value in
products and in decision making. In the conceptual approach,
the simulation models are designed so they can be operated in
parallel with actual product operation. This makes it possible
to use information gathered by the physics-based simulation
model to gain a deeper understanding of product behavior,
which can be used, for example, in decision making. This
is especially relevant in products that are highly customized
or unique, where substantial operational data is not available
prior to customer use. The depicted concept can be utilized
in several ways, and it considers both value creation and
technical aspects. Section 3 described two examples cases
based on this concept.
A. BUSINESS CASES RELATED TO PROOF OF CONCEPTS

A digital twin based on a real-time simulation model and a
Kalman filter offers several benefits. When the actual product
and the simulation model operate in synchronization, insights
gained from the physics-based simulation, e.g., forces and
inertias, can be used directly to assess loads and therefore
the damage to the system. In the product development phase,
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the justification for using these types of models, instead of
building and testing actual prototypes, includes faster time to
market and other economic benefits. Redesigns and modifications can be made in hours instead of the weeks or even
months required to redesign and modify an actual prototype.
The Kalman filter based model makes it possible to explore
the applicability of different materials and components or
how best to optimize energy efficiency. Parameters such as
these are especially significant in supporting the transition
to digital twins, i.e., digitalization and green transformation,
because their effects can be quantified and compared prior
to introducing a new product to manufacturing. Marketing
and sales also benefits. The new modeling approach not
only saves time, but also provides competitive advantage.
The mobile log crane and rotating machine case examples
illustrated how simulation makes it possible for the user
(potential customer) to experience, engagingly and realistically, the performance of a new machine system. Users can
participate in development of the model, influence system
specifications, and ultimately experience the operation of
various machine options. The Kalman-filter-based simulation
models promise to provide new intelligent solutions such as
production optimization. Moreover, the simulation models
promise to provide new intelligent solutions such as production optimization. For example, they can produce real-time
data and automatically control and adjust processes, therefore
improving energy efficiency and productivity. In operation,
the simulation models support decision making by enabling
more efficient working cycles and lower fuel consumption.
They can create value by enhancing employee safety and
improving the ergonomics of workplace operations. Automated and resource-saving models may lower costs and therefore enhance the effectiveness of operations, units, and entire
companies. The models help to prevent the breakdown of
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FIGURE 10. Advanced simulation tools and data processing techniques to create value in products.

machinery and ensure optimal operation. In addition, because
digitalization is demanding also from the supply network
perspective, the virtual product can act as a central node
connecting the different actors and operators within a complex network and therefore be concrete and able to quantify
the value distribution along the network of suppliers, i.e.,
ecosystem participants. For an operator of, e.g., mobile heavy
machinery, the new digitalized environment enables headsup-display solutions, the real-time processing and analytics
of fused IoT and simulation data.
B. FUTURE TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS PERSPECTIVES

While the concept and solutions are promising, working
methods need to be developed further. In particular, technology adaptation and organizational structures are challenging issues that must be addressed when going forward with
digitalization. Education must also do its part to support
the methodologies behind digitalization and digitalizationenabled opportunities. Further research and development are
needed to explore the methods for specific cases and increasing robustness. Trust in the estimations given by the combination of actual product and physics-based simulation must
continue to be cultivated. The digital twin concept requires
cross-disciplinary collaboration and the formation of multidisciplinary teams to take full advantage of the potential of
digitalization. Currently, many organizations in the industrial
companies are not ready to fully provide this support. A digital twin should be built so that personnel changes do not affect
its effectiveness, e.g., similar concept as in IT and software
development, such as the agile working routines, could be
beneficial.
V. CONCLUSION

The research reported here explored technical aspects of
merging machinery with a physics-based digital twins based
on Kalman filter techniques and how a successful implementation can create value. Two industrial case examples
VOLUME 10, 2022

were exercised to demonstrate the proposed methodology.
The first, a mobile log crane, is applicable for the heavy
mobile machinery industry, where many leading companies
are pioneering digitalization and acting as innovators for
technology adaptation. The second case example considered
a rotating machine. In rotating machinery, unexpected failures are still causing problems. In the research, the broad
viewpoint was explored, including the identification of potential value creation from the interviews and then ability to
adapt technology based on the real needs in the industry. The
novelty of the research is with the conceptual methodology,
which can be applied to solve cross organizational challenges,
and by introducing new ways to approach digitalization and
capture the enabled opportunities. Further research is needed
to identify and capture similar value in more traditional and
less innovative industries.
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